Deart Daughter,

Ellen has started going to school the days the school are the same but the heat to get on Entire New Outfit in 100s.

Ellen and my self took a ride around the City this afternoon the day was lovely. and 

The heat on the same blathers as the heat on the Morning we left. She weight 56# this Morning as against 55# weight on the Same Yester 158# as against 157# I dont think I have either gained or lost. so that it is game to say she has gained 2# since weigh he again. Or next Monday before starting to home when I hope to a pilfer again the weather here at present is very fine. This morning it was 64. at the present 3 PM.

With the cold this morning they called it
a washer any person that says the climate here is summer the year round the difference not being much between Winter and Summer. He is very much mistaken insofar they have it false in Summer the alone are the extremes but both have extremes within the year the changes are very sudden and the native say when going out for a walk from Doctors to a Democrat on Sundays and an East East. Here the climate is that it is dry the night being free from all dampness, the house had One thunderstorm the Gulf Rain the home near River no left Rochester it was short the long would call a dawn it shock the hills. Soil has a curved that the days the Contractor at New Orleans but it is nearly little. The dont cough nearly as much as the Winter in Rochester and the dont have any of them fits of coughing that lasts a minute or more. There is just one thing that is discouraging: Every person that drives...
met here tells me that they cannot go to there Northern homes for more than a couple of months in Summer. I am sure that being the case she will prefer to stay to home and take the chances nearer winter. She tells the way at present. But many changes in the mind. I don’t expect a letter from home before Sunday and perhaps not until Dec 28th. New Orleans. I hope for has got along in the shop all right. No must have had his hands full part of the time. I hope not done any worrying about the shop but I done some about Ellen. I was not sure that she were going to get here. Could only guess the condition as the carefully concealed it but when she admits that she herself did not expect to reach here alive. and only she wanted to see Doctor. We would have
Return from Cincinnati the sick in the Cumberland Mountains made his feel so good that he took New Courage and came on here full of hope and every day strengthens that hope. They are gradually making acquaintances among the neighbors and the people here. One and all are never too busy to stop and chat. So that I don't believe they will be lonesome. The night are cool and the wind of the day weakens. So that you can sleep it was 94 Sunday and Monday but the people here insist that is about right and call it delightful weather. But I call it hot. I am glad we did not get here sooner that last week we had in September was the hottest of the season here 104 I was here on the hills and hotter in the valley.

Love to all

William Glason